New On DVD & Blu-Ray

Happy Feet Two The sequel to the Academy Award-winning animated smash
hit, "Happy Feet 2" returns audiences to the magnificent landscape of
Antarctica, reuniting us with the world's most famous tap-dancing penguin,
Mumble (Elijah Wood), the love of his life, Gloria (Alecia Moore a.k.a. Pink) and
their old friends Ramon and Lovelace (Robin Williams). Mumble and Gloria now
have a son of their own, Erik (EG Daily), who is struggling to find his own
particular talents in the Emperor Penguin world. But new dangers are
threatening the penguin nation, and it's going to take everyone working--and
dancing--together to save them. Warner
Underworld Awakening Kate Beckinsale returns as the ultimate vampire
warrioress Selene in Underworld: Awakening, the stunning new installment of
the epic saga. Having escaped years of imprisonment, she finds herself in a
changed world where humans have discovered the existence of both Vampire
and Lycan clans and are conducting an all-out war to eradicate both immortal
species. Now Selene must battle the humans and a frightening new breed of
super Lycans to ensure the death dealers' survival. Sony
The Kane Files A former hit man returns to his murderous ways in order to save
his wife and their dying son after being double-crossed by a powerful
underworld boss who dispatches a dirty cop to silence him forever. Scott Kane
(Drew Fuller) turned his back on contract killing in order to raise a family. But
when his son falls gravely ill and requires expensive medical treatment, Kane
convinces his wife Anne (Whitney Able) that he needs to carry out one last hit
his old boss Daniel Morgan (William Atherton). Little does Kane realize that
Morgan has no intensions of paying for his services, and once the job is done
the desperate father ends up in prison. Meanwhile, Morgan recruits crooked
cop Jace Olsen (Ethan Embry) to make sure Kane never sees the outside again.
But Kane survives, and once free he races to his family's rescue as Olsen
attempts to finish the job he failed at the first time, and FBI Agent Thompson
(William Devane) begins closing in fast. Inception
Mutant Girls Squad A teenage girl takes on the powers that be who have plans
for her and her friends in this over-the-top sci-fi action yarn from the
filmmaking team of Noboru Iguchi, Yoshihiro Nishimura and Tak Sakaguchi. Rin
(Yumi Sugimoto) has always felt like an outcast among her classmates and
peers, and as she's about to turn sixteen, she finds out why -- while her mother
(Maiko Ito) is human, her dad (Kanji Tsuda) is a Hiruko, a race of mutant
creatures whose bodies transform themselves in strange ways and can sprout
weapons at will. Defense Minister Koshimizu (Naoto Takenaka) has launched a
crusade to eliminate the Hirukos in the name of public safety, but Rin's father
tells her of an underground Hiruko alliance who are fighting for their right to
survive, and after the death of her parents, Rin makes her way to a training
camp for young Hirukos. Rin, who now has long blades where her fingers used
to be, teams up with fellow teenage warriors Rei (Yuko Takayama), Yoshie
(Suzuka Morita), Sachie (Cay Izumi) and Chiako (Naoi Nagano), all of whom
have unique bodily weapons of their own, as they set out to take down
Koshimizu. Well Go USA
Tim & Eric's Billion Dollar Movie An all new feature film from the twisted minds
of cult comedy heroes Tim Heidecker and Eric Wareheim ("Tim and Eric
Awesome Show, Great Job")! Tim and Eric are given a billion dollars to make a
movie, but squander every dime... and the sinister Schlaaang corporation is
pissed. Their lives at stake, the guys skip town in search of a way to pay the
money back. When they happen upon a chance to rehabilitate a bankrupt mall
full of vagrants, bizarre stores and a man-eating wolf that stalks the food court,
they see dollar signs-a billion of them. Featuring cameos from Awesome Show
regulars and some of the biggest names in comedy today! Also stars John C.
Reilly, Zach Galifianakis, Jeff Goldblum, Will Forte, Ray Wise, William Atherton,
Robert Loggia, Will Ferrell. Magnolia
Playback Julian (Johnny Pacar) enlists his friends to film a reenactment of the
town's gruesome Harlan Diehl family murders for a school project. He asks
social outcast Quinn (Toby Hemingway), an employee at the local news station,
to assist with video equipment and research. During Quinn's examination of
raw video footage of the Diehl family farm, an evil spirit is unleashed with a
menacing agenda. As Julian's friends start disappearing, local police officer,
Frank Lyons (Christian Slater) receives the order to investigate. As the secrets of
the past are unveiled, the dark entity threatens to consume everyone in its way.
Magnolia
Flashpoint Season 3 One of TV's most exciting series, is back on DVD for its
most powerful season yet! Sgt. Greg Parker (Enrico Colantoni) is lead negotiator
for the police department's Strategic Response Unit (SRU), a group of highly
trained officers who must respond immediately to standoffs, showdowns, and
shooting incidents. Yet these cops are also trained to have compassion not just
for the victim, but for the criminal who must be contained. This season, Greg is
investigated after a shooting spree at a museum, while Sam (David Paetkau)
begins to question his place on the team. Meanwhile, Ed Lane (Hugh Dillon)
faces off against his cop brother, while Jules (Amy Jo Johnson) and her
colleagues mourn the loss of a beloved team member. Co-starring Sergio Di Zio
and Michael Cram, this DVD set features all 16 episodes on four discs. It's
official, Flashpoint is back on the scene! Paramount/CBS
Love's Everlasting Courage Two sisters labor to keep up their family farm
following the death of their father, and find their lives transformed by a kindly
stranger they hire as a farmhand. When Ellen (Julie Mond) and Cassie Barlow
lost their father, it seemed as if their world might simply fall apart. Then, one
day, Clark Davis (Wes Brown) was passing through town on his way to California
when a sudden spot of trouble left him drowning in debt. Sympathetic, Ellen
hires Clark to work on the farm until he gets back on his feet. But the longer
Clark labors on the farm, the closer that he and Ellen become. In time, their
relationship blossoms into romance, offering both a chance to start a fulfilling
new life together. Fox
WWII A Tale of Two Wars 20 DVD Set Chronicling the major battles, the
victories and losses and the stories from the brave soldiers on the front-lines
during WWII and Vietnam, this epic collection contains almost 90 hours of
wartime video footage, newsreels, photographs, interviews and much more.
The most captivating and controversial wars of the 20th Century are
comprehensively documented in this insightful deluxe box set. WWII
Documentary Series: The Dawn of War, The Fight for Freedom, War in the
Pacific, Hitler: The Untold Story and WWII Remembered. Vietnam Documentary
Series: That Was Nam, Shadow Warriors, Battleground Vietnam, Brothers In
Arms, Vietnam: America’s Conflict. Mill Creek
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Titanic The Definitive Documentary Collection The Floating Palace set sail
from Southampton to New York City on April 10, 1912 on her maiden voyage
with 2,223 passengers and crew members on board for this monumental
journey. The hopes and lives of many were cut short when the Titanic collided
with an iceberg on April 15. Only 705 people survived this tragic incident. Her
story goes beyond the mere facts. These five fascinating programs take the
viewer "deeper" into the Legend of The Titanic. There are undiscovered
interviews with survivors, artifacts and memorabilia from the ship, and footage
that has never been available before. The controversy of why so many lives
were lost is still being scrutinized and argued, and we still cannot supply the
answers. This series looks into some of the issues still being kept alive by
experts and enthusiasts. It’s the myths, the legends, the personal memories and
associations that are just as much a part of this epic and tragic tale. Mill Creek
Chained: Code A criminal ring kidnaps women and sells them to wealthy
clients. When they kidnap the wife of an Army Ranger, their plans change
dramatically, when he finds the abandoned Prison where they are held. A
deadly cat-and-mouse game begins as he hunts them while trying to save the
women from being sold and shipped away. Stars Tino Struckmann, Jill
Headrick, Jack Dimich, Tiffany Hughes, Tommy Mercer. MTI
Fistful of Bullets 16 Film Set Sixteen specially selected classic Western films
starring Lee Van Cleef, Richard Harrison, Jack Palance, Klaus Kinski and many
more! Apache Blood An Apache brave, the surviving member of his tribe, vows
to avenge his people by finding and killing the soldiers responsible for their
deaths. Starring Ray Danton, De Witt Lee, Troy Nabors. Between God, the Devil
and a Winchester A map to a hidden treasure taken from a Spanish Mission is
recovered by a young boy, who takes it to the local priest. Starring Richard
Harrison, Gilbert Roland, Ennio Girolami. Beyond The Law A western town gains
a new sheriff with a dark past and a hidden agenda. It turns out the new sheriff
is really a former bandit pretending to have reformed his ways. Starring Lee Van
Cleef, Antonio Sabato, Lionel Stander. Death Rides a Horse Bill Meceita (John
Phillip Law), as a young boy, witnessed the assault and murder of his parents
and sister by a gang of four robbers. Starring Lee Van Cleef, John Phillip Law,
Anthony Dawson. The Fighting Fists of Shanghai Joe A Chinese immigrant with
amazing Martial Arts fighting skills arrives in the American Old West and finds it
full of injustice, especially for outsiders such as him. Starring Chen Lee, Klaus
Kinski, Gordon Mitchell. Find a Place to Die A sister and brother come into
possession of a gold mine but are attacked and driven off by a gang of thieves.
Starring Jeffrey Hunter, Pascale Petit, Ted Carter. Fistful of Lead Gunfighter and
bounty hunter Sartana finds himself the witness to the robbery of a gold
shipment by a band of desperados. Starring George Hilton, Charles Southwood,
Erica Blanc. God’s Gun A retired gunslinger heads to Juno City to seek revenge
upon the man who murdered his twin brother, the local parish priest. Starring
Lee Van Cleef, Jack Palance, Richard Boone. Grand Duel In one of a long series
of spaghetti westerns, Lee Van Cleef stars as Clayton, a hard-as-nails gunman
who is pitted against an equally tough opponent in Saxon (Horst Frank).
Starring Lee Van Cleef, Horst Frank, Peter O’Brien. Gunfight at Red Sands This
thrill-packed feature stars Richard Harrison as a Civil War fighter, who engages
in bloody combat with the enemy, and wages a personal vendetta against his
despised foster father. Starring Richard Harrison, Giacomo Rossi-Stuart,
Mikaela. It Can Be Done Amigo Coburn has seduced Sonny’s sister, and now
Sonny is insistent that the young punk marry her to escape the shame and
stigma of their behavior. Starring Jack Palance, Bud Spencer, Renato Cestie.
Johnny Yuma A woman sets her sights upon her husband’s fortune and enlists
her brother into murdering the man. Starring Mark Damon, Lawrence Dobkin,
Rosalba Neri. Sundance and the Kid Two constantly fighting brothers receive
news of a huge inheritance and will split $300,000 if they can live together for
six months. Starring Giuliano Gemma, Nino Benvenuti, Sydne Rome.This Man
Can’t Die A government agent working on an arms smuggling assignment
returns home to find his parents murdered and his sister assaulted. Starring
Guy Madison, Lucienne Bridou, Rik Battaglia. Trinity and Sartana Sartana
(Robert Widmark) and Trinity (Harry Baird) are two cowboys who reluctantly
team up, even though both of them have a tendency to get into trouble.
Starring Robert Widmark, Harry Baird, Beatrice Pella.Twice a Judas Luke Barrett,
a man who was swindled and his wife and father murdered, ends up with
amnesia which hinders his attempt to track down the culprit. Starring Klaus
Kinski, Antonio Sabato, Cristina Galbo. Mill Creek
Little Angels ABC's From executive producer Roma Downey comes a delightful,
inspirational and educational series that preschoolers and their parents will
enjoy! Through moral lessons and the story of Joseph and the Coat of Many
Colors, eight adorable angels teach young Alex and Zoe about sharing, faith
and forgiveness. There are so many letters from A to Z! With help from their
angelic pals, Alex and Zoe learn about the alphabet. Alex and Zoe learn about
the alphabet with the help of their angelic friends. The program also uses the
story of Joseph and the Coat of Many Colors to introduce preschoolers to the
concepts of sharing, faith, and forgiveness. Fox
Little Angels 123's From executive producer Roma Downey comes a delightful,
inspirational and educational series that preschoolers and their parents will
enjoy! Through the stories of David and Goliath, the Walls of Jericho, and other
fables, eight adorable angels teach young Alex and Zoe to be grateful and
generous. There are a dozen things to learn every week! With help from their
angelic pals, Alex and Zoe learn how to count to 12. Alex and Zoe learn how to
count to 12 with the help of their angelic friends. The program also uses the
story of David and Goliath, the Walls of Jericho, and other biblical tales to help
introduce children to the concepts of generosity and gratefulness. Fox

